Mechano-sensing and mechano-reaction of soft connective tissue cells.
One main function of the connective tissues is to provide cells with a mechanically resistant attachment support required for survival, division and differentiation. All cells contain membrane-anchored attachment proteins able to recognize specific chemical motifs in the extracellular macromolecules forming the supporting scaffold, made of various types of collagen, adhesive glycoproteins, elastin, proteoglycans, etc... These cell-matrix interactions are mainly mediated by receptors of the integrins family, heterodimeric molecules made of an extracellular domain connected through a transmembrane sequence to an intracytoplasmic tail. Upon recognition of the extracellular ligand, the clustering and activation of the integrins result in the recruitment of a complex of proteins and formation of the focal adhesion plaque, containing both cytoskeletal and catalytic signaling molecules. Activation results in polymerization of actin and formation of stress fibers. These structures establish a physical link between the extracellular matrix components and the cytoskeleton through the integrins providing a continuous path acting as a mechanotransducer. This connection is used by the cells to perform their mechanical functions as adhesion, migration and traction. In vitro experimental models using fibroblasts in a collagen gel demonstrate that cells are in mechanical equilibrium with their support which regulates their replicative and biosynthetic phenotype. The present review discusses the molecular structures operating in the transmission of the mechanical messages from the support to the connective tissue cells, and their effect on the cellular machinery. We present arguments for investigating these mechanisms in understanding the perception of reduced gravity and the resulting reaction leading to microgravity induced pathologies.